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 pdf,.ps,.epub,.ep,.xps and other document formats is recognized as a standard file format by most browsers, and therefore the file format is often used in the transmission of document. ABBYY FineReader Engine 9.0 for Office 365 will offer the .pdf MRC compression, which will not only reduce the file size, but also provide users with a more comprehensive user experience. ABBYY will offer both
standalone and Office 365 versions of the ABBYY FineReader Engine 9.0 for Windows and iOS, available for purchase at  See also Xerox Docu-Print Adobe Acrobat Adobe Acrobat Pro Lexmark Raster to Vector Conversion References Category:Academic publishing Category:Raster graphics editors Category:Raster graphics software Category:Page layout software Category:Raster to vector

graphics convertersQ: Faster way to copy data to and from SQL Server? I've recently written a piece of.NET code to: Read a.csv file Initialise a table with a fixed number of rows (say 1000). Copy each row from the.csv to a corresponding row in the.NET table. Insert the.NET table into a SQL Server database (SQL Server 2000). It seems to work OK, but the process is slow (taking about 3-4 seconds
per row). I'm wondering if there is a faster way to do this. Is there any way I can speed it up (I'm guessing that this is where most of the time is being spent)? (I have got the.csv file stored on a network drive, but this doesn't seem to have any impact on speed). Thanks. A: You could try bulk inserts if possible. I.e. use a Bulk Insert from the command line (see the SQL Server Management Studio

SqlBulkCopy example). (5) C15---C16---H16 119.6 C5---C6---H6 119.6 C17---C16---H16 82157476af
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